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OBJECTIVE

Q1. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One markfor each)

i) In an experiment to determine if antibiotics increase the final dressed weight of cattle, the
following were measured on each animal in the study.

sex, initial weight, weight gain, grade of meat.
where grade is recorded as (A, B, or C). The scales of measurement of these variables are:

ii)

a) Nominal, ratio, interval, nominal
b) Nominal, ratio, ratio, ordinal

a) 20 and 8.9 respectively.
b) 20 and 8.2 respectively.

c) Nominal, ratio, ratio, nominal
d) Ordinal, ratio, ratio, ordinal

c) 120 and 79.2 respectively.
d) 120 and 8.9 respectively.

A random sample of500 households in Vancouver was selected and several variables are
recorded for each household. Which of the following is NOT CORRECT?
a) Household total income is a ratio scaled variable.
b) Ilousehold income (which averages about $35,000) and was rounded to the nearest $100 can be

treated as a continuous variable even though it is "ciiscrete".
c) Socioeconomic status was coded as 1:low income, 2:middte income, 3:high income and is an

interval scaled variable.
d) The primary language used at home is a nominal scaled variable.

A financial analyst's sample of six companies' book value were $25, $2, $22, $33, $18, $15.
The sample mean and sample standard deviation are (approximately):

iir)

iv)

v)

In general, which of the following statements is FALSE?
a) The sample mean is more sensitive to extreme values than the median.
b) The sample range is more sensitive to extreme values than the standard deviation.
c) The sample standard deviation is a measure of spread around the sample mean.
d) The sample standard deviation is a measure of central tendency around the median.

Earthquake intensities are measured using a device called a seismograph which is designed
to be most sensitive for earthquakes rvith intensities befneen 4.0 and 9.0 on the open-ended
Richter scale. Measurements of nine earthquakes gave the foltowing readings:

4.5 L 5.5 H 8.7 8.9 6.0 H s.2
where L indicates that the earthquake had an intcnsity bclow 4,0 and a H indicates that the
earthquake had an intensity above 9.0. The median earthquake intensity of the sample is:
a) Cannot be computed because all ofthe values are not known
b) 8.70 c) 5.75 d) 6.00

P.T.O.



vi) Which of the following statements is NOT true?
a) In a symmetric distribution, the mean and the median are equal.
b) The first quartile is equal to the twenty-fifth percentile.
c) In a symmetric distribution, the median is halfway between the first and the third quartiles.
d) The median is always greater than the mean.

vii) Which of the following is a function of Statistics?

a) Condensation b) Comparison c) Forecasting d) AII of these

viii) Which of the following is a limitation of Statistics?

a) Statistical results can be generalized for the population c) Statistical laws are exact.

b) Statistics does not study individuals. d) None ofthese

ix) is the one, which is collected by the investigator himself for the purpose of a specific

inquiry or study. Such data is original in character and is generated by survey conducted by

individuals or research institution or any orgauisation.

a) Primary Data b) Secondary Data c) categorical Data d) Spatial Data

x) Which of the following is not a source of secondary data?

a) Reports and Official Publications c) Private Publications

b) Semi-Otriciai Publications d) Data collected through mailed questionnaire
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SHORT QUESTIONS

Differentiate between the following termsl

Descriptive and Inferential Statistics
Primary and Secondary Data
Regression and Correlation
Standard Deviation and Variance
Absolute Dispersion and Relative Dispersion.

(1 marks each.1

SUBJECTIVE

Q3 (a) From a random sample of voters in Rawalpindi, Islamabad, voters (06)
classifiedare roupr as shown bv the followins data.
Age

Group l8-24 24-30 30-36 36-42 42-48 48-54 54-60 60-66 66-72

Frequency t7 22 26 35 33 30 32 2l 15
Calculate Mean, Median and Mode of the aboye data.

Following table gives the birth rates and death rates per thousand of a few countries. (04)

Represent them in a multiple bar chart.multiple bar chart.
Countrv Birth Rate Death Rate

India 33 24

Japan 30 19

New Zealand 18 8

Pakistan 25 t6
Compute first four Mean moments of the following Data. Also compute coefficient of (1A)

skewness and kurtosis,
Weight
(grams)

65-84 85-104 105-124 125-L44 145-t64 165-184 185-204

Frequency 9 l0 17 l0 4 5

(b)

Q4

Qs. (a) The following are the results of height (x) and weight (il) of 12 persons.
(06)

(04)

\x = t6d, l, = noo, lw = 10e380, Zr, = 4so6l,Ir, = z46too

Estimate a regression line of Y on X from the above data. Also find the correlation
coefficient between height and weight.

(b) Consider the fo data

Years
Wheat Rice
Price Otv. Price Qtv.

1974 5.3 1410 5.2 3s0
1975 5.6 1135 5.0 400

llnstruct 
fisher's Ideal Quantity Index Number for 197S,
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Q.1 Encircle the conect answer in the following.

l. P (A) = Q'6, P (A; = g.5, which of the following statement is true?

, taj A and B are mutually exclusive (b) A and B are not mutually exclusive

i"i A and B are independent (d) A and B are dependent

1. tt X is t random variable and a and b are constant then Var (aX + b) is equal to

(10)

u. The number of ways in which four looks can be ananged on a shetf is

(a) a'var(x)+b
(c) a'var(x)

(a) 4
(c) 24

(a) x and n
(c) x and q

V. ln a Poisson distribution
(a) The mean and varrarrce are equal

(c) The mean is greater than the

(a) 0.7979 o
(c) 0.9544 o

(a) n-l
)

xandp
n and (p or q)

(b) The mean and S'D. are equal

(d) None ofthese

(b) 0.6745 o
(d) 0.9973 o

(b) a Var (X)

(d) avat\x)+b

(b) 6
(d) 12

lV' 
The parameters of the probabitity distribution pb\= a p'q'-', such that p + Q = 1, are

(b)
(d)

variance
Vl. ln a normal distribution Ulp,o'\ the semi-inter quartile range is equal to

vil.

vllt.

Mean of the distribution, f(i=L' 5 <X<10, is
5'

(a) 25 (b) 7.s (c) 2'5 (d) 3'75

tf X is a discrete random'variable, then the function f(x) is

i"i e pr"o"oitity density function lql A probability distribution function

i"i A cumulative distribution function (d) None of these

The mean of the uniforr:r cirstribution f(')=I, *=l'2'3'""""''n is

(b) n+l (c) n' -l (d) n2 +l
I1t2

x. The noimal distribution wiii be less spread out when

(a) The mean is smatl (b) The median is small

i;i The mode is small (d) The S'D' is small

Attempt thk Paper on this Question Sheet only.
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Section-ll

Q.2 Define the following:

(i) Compound event

(ii) Probability density function

(iii) MathematicalExpectation

(iv) Binomiatdistribution

(v) Bay's Theorem

(vi) Harmonic Mean for probability distribution

(viD Multiplication Law of Probabitity

(viiD Conditional Probabilitydistribution

(ix) Cumulative distribution tunction for discrete variable

, (x) Area between trt - o and p + o lor Normal curve.

The probability that an industry will locate in city A is 0.7, the probabitity that it (06)
will locate in city B is 0.4, and the probability that it will locate in either A or B or
both is 0.8. What is the probability that the industry will locate

(a) in both cities
(b) in neither city

A random variable X has the probability density function (06)

r(r)=[ x for o<x<l
L2-* for l<x<2

Find P (0 < X < 2) and P (X < 1.5)

From a lot of 15 missilesr6 are selected at random and fired. lf the lot contains 4 (06)
defective missiles that wfil not fire, what is the probability that

(a) All 6 willfire?
(b) At most one will not fire?

Derive the variance of Poisson distribution. (06)

The l.Q. of 1000 applicants to a certain college are approximately normally (06)
distributed with a mean of 110 and a standard deviation of 15. lf the college
requires an lQ of at least 90, how many of the applicants will be rejecled on this
basis regardless of their other qualifications?

(20)

Q.3

Q.4

Q.5

Q.6

Q.7
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Q.1 Encircle the correct answer in the following.

t. A cumulative frequency distribution is graphically represented by
(a) Frequency curve
(c) Ogive

(b) Histogram
(d) Frequency polygon

tl. The median is larger than the arithmetic mean when

(10)

lv. The index number for a base year is always
(a) Zero (b) Greater than 100

(c) Less than 100 (d) None of these

V. Which of the following statements is incorrect about conelation co-efficient?

(a) ln passes through the rneans of (b) lt is symmetrical wilh respect to

llt. Symmetrical distribution will always have skewness equal to

(a) The distribution is positively
skewed

(c) The distribution is symmetrical

(a) Zero
(c) Positive

the data
(c) lt is independent of origin and

scale

(a) Var (a) + b Var (X)

(c) b Var (X)

(b) The distribution is negatively
skewed

(d) The distribution is extremelY
skewed

(b) Negative
(d) Close to zero

XandY
(d) lt is geometric mean between

the two regression co-efficient

for each treatment is

(b) n-k
(d) nk-k

vt.

vil.

lf X is a discrete random variable then the function p(x) is:

(a) A probability distribution function (b) A probability density function

(c) A distribution function (d) None of these

tf X is a random variable and a and b are constants, then Var (a+bx) is equal to
(b) b'?Var (X)
(d) None ofthese

Vttt. A chi-square value cannot be negative because
(a) Difference between expected and (b) The absolute value of the

observed frequencies are differences is computed
squared

(c) A negative value would mean that
the observed frequencY is less
than expected frequencY

(d) None of these

When ANOVA for "K treatments and 'n" observations
performed, the degrees of free lor error is:

(a) n-k-1
(c) (k-1)

x. The values of the regression Co-efficient b and d in the regression lines

t=a+bX, *-c+dYare
(a) Both positive (b) Both negative

i"i One is negative and other positive (d) Both (a) and (b) but not (c)
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Section-ll

Define the following:
(i) Chi-square variable
(iD Price lndex Number
(iii) ANOVA table for one way classification
(iv) Probability density function
(v) Regression
(vi) skewness
(vii) Absolute measure of dispersion
(viii) Consumer price index number
(ix) Descriptivestatistics

between (06)

Q.2 (20)

(x) Median
Q.3 The following data show the amount of phosphates per load of laundry in (06)

grams. 48, 47, 42, 42, 41, 29, 34, 31, 29, 30, 26, 29

Find mean, median and mode.
A study was made by a retail merchant to determine the relation
weekly advertising expenditures (X) and average daily sales (Y)

Q.4

Q.5

Find the linear regression equation and estimate average daily
advertising cost is 50.
The following data represent the number of packages of four
cigarettes sold by market on five randomly selected days:

sale

Q.6

brands of (06)

Perform an an;'ysis of variance and draw conclusion at 0.05 level of
significance.
ln an experiment tc study the dependence of Hypertension on smoking habits, (06)

the following data were taken on different persons.

Non smokers Moderate smokers smokers
Hypertension 22 37 31

Non 49 27 20

Q.7

Test the hypothesis that the
independent of si,roking habits.
An inquiry into t,lre budgets of

presence or absence of hypertension is
Use 0.05 level of significance.
the middle class families in a city gave the (06)

inform a:ion.
Food Rent Clothinq Fuel Misc.

ExDenses on: 38o/o 15o/" 18o/o 1Oo/o 19o/o

Price (base vear). 150 35 80 30 40

Price (current ve"rr): 160 40 60 32 45

what changes ir: 6ost of living figures in current year as compared with that of

baseyearare Scan I

X: 40 20 25 30 48 40 45 35

Y: 64 67 66 80 77 82 76 71

Brand

A 21 35 32 28 't4
B 35 12 27 41 19

c 45 60 43 56 37
D 32 29 22 30 23
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Part-I (OBJECTIVE)

Note: Attempt ALL questions. Cutting and overwriting is not allowed in MCQs
All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1.

i)

Some possible answers are given for each of the followings, encircle (10x1)
(or tick) the correct answer.
Population parameter may also be ------ other than which is calculated
from population data.
A) Nominalfrom population B) A &C

C) Characteristics beyond which pop. do not exit. D) Statistic.

Sampling distribution is the probability distribution of

A) population variance. B) sample.

C) statistic. D) parameter.

Central limit theorem is a ------ theorem

A) population dependent
C) limiting theorem for population

Maximum likelihood estimator is-------
A) biased.

C) asymptotically unbiased,

Judgment sampling is ----sampling.
A) probability

c)A&B

B) limiting theorem for sample

D) none of the above

B) unbiased.

D) A&C

B) non probability

D) None ofthe above.

ln the comparison of type-l and type-ll errors

A) Type-l error is more dangerous B) Type-ll error is more dangerous

C) both are dangerous D) B&C

Null hypothesis is designed for possible-----

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

A) acceptance

C)both A&B

Sum of two chi-square variates is

A) chi- square

C) Normal

Parameter of chi-square distribution is

A) mean
c)A&B
F-distribution is

A) uni-directional
C) unimodal

B) rejection

D) none of the above

B) Double chi-square

D) None ofthe above

B)n
D) None ofthe above.

B) two tails

D) A&C

ix)

x)
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Part-Z (SUBJECTIVE)
Note: Attempt ALL questions.

Q.3. Write short answers to each of the followings.
i) What is the object of sampling?
ii) Differenliale between target and sampled population.
iii) Differentiate between random and simple random sampling.
iv) ln what sense unbiasedness d iffers from consistency?
v) What is meant by mean square error of an estimator?
vi) What is the purpose of goodness- of- fit test?
vii) Why is the z-test usually inappropriate as a test statistic when sample size is small?
viii) Under what conditions, the paired t-test is used?
ix) What do you mean by level of significance?
x) What do you mean by p-value?

(2x10)

Q.4. Suppose a population of N = - 9 is stratified into 3 strala with the following measurements: (06)

Straluml lXr=1, Xe=2, Xs=4
Stratum ll X21 = 6, Xzz = 8
Stratum lll X3., = 11, Xr = 15. X" = 16 X", = 19

lf two measurements are drawn from each stratum for the sample, state how many
samples of size 6 could be chosen from this population? List these samples and compute
the mean for each sample.

Q.5. The following table shows the distribution of 14-year-old schoolboy intelligence test
markings:

(06)

1.Q 80-89 90-99 100-109 1 10-1 19 120-129 130-139 1140-149
Number 30 52 75 109 65 42

On the assumption that this group is a random sample, estimate the slandard error of the
mean and explain its usefulness.

Q6. Let the simple linear regression be y,=Aaf)y,+e,, where each y; is normally distributed (06)

and X's are fixed. Then show (prove) that ri and / are unbiased estimators of the
parametersaandp.

Q.7. A form of intelligence test was given to random samples of soldiers and sailors in a certain (06)
cou The following results were recorded:

Number in Samples Mean Score Sample Standard Deviation
Soldiers 332 12 78 2.43
Sailors 615 1 2.99 2.48

Assume the populations of scores to be norrnat. What concLusion .sfroulO Ue OrawnZ

Q.8. To verify whether a course in statistics improved performance, a similar tesl was given to (06)12 participants both before and after the course. The original grades recoided in
alphabetical order of lhe participants werc 44,40, 61, 52, 32, 44:70, 41 ,67 ,72, 53 and 72.
Afterthecourse, lhegradeswereinlhesameorder53,3g,69,s7,46,39,73,4g,73,74,
60 and 78.
Was the course useful, as measured by performance on the test? Consider these 12
participants as a sample from a population.
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OBJECTIVE

Q.1: Each Question has four possible answers. Encircle the correct answer. (to)

(i) Number of books in a library is an example of:

(ii) The median of the following data 5,8,7,3,5,8,4,7 is:

' (a\ 5 (b) 4 (c) 7 (d) 6

(iii) A numerical quantity calculated from sample data is called:

(a) discrete variable
(") Attribute

(a) Statistic
(c) Constant

(a) n and p
(c) p and q

(b) qualitativevariable
(d) continuousvariable

(b) parameter
(d) None of ahove

(b) pand6
(d) c and p

(b) Tabulation
(d) Frequency Distribution

(d) 16

(iv) Which of the following is not a measure of Central Tendency :

(a) Mean @) Standard Deviation
(c) Median (d) Mode

(v) Sampling error increases by:
(a) Increasing sample size (b) decreasing sample size
(c) Fixing the size (d) none

(vi) For a Negatively Skewed distribution:
(a) Mean, mode, median are not equal (b) Mean, mode, median are equal
(c) Mean is greater than mode (d) Mean is less than mode

(vii) Observed data organized into rows and columns is called:

(vii)

(ix)

(a) Classification
(c) Array

The standard Deviation of -4, -4,, -4, -4, -4 is:
(a) -4 (b) 0 (c) 4
The parameters of normal distributions are :

(x) A deserving player is not selected in the team is an example of:
(a) Correctdecision (b)Type-IIerror (c)Type-I error(d)none
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SUBJECTIVE

Q.2: Write short answers to the following questions:
(i) Define Statistics.
(ii) Differentiate befween parameter and Statistics.
(iii) Define Variance.
(iv) Write properties of the Arithmatic Mean.
(v) Define correlation.
(vi) DeIine Type I Error and Type II Error.(vii) Write_down two properties of Standard Deviation.
(viii) What do you mean by relative dispersion?(ix) DeiscribeProbabilitySampling.
(x) Define additional law of probability for mutuaily excrusive events.

(30 marks)
Q. No-3: The fotlowing f""q,r"r@lffin gives the ages "raoo"l[# i",factory:

Ages 19-
,<

26-32 33-39 40-46 47-53 5+60 Total

Number of
Workers

6 t6 20 2t l5 2 100

Compute Mean , Median and Variance,

Q. No.4: The data of heights and weights is given below:

(20 marks)

(10 Marks)

Height (X) h5 64 73 63 66 o5 60 70 7l 69

Weight(Y) 57 59 68 64 68 72 67 73 69 11

Find Regression Line of y on x aoa corr"lution c*rr,"i""t rut""* x
and Y. (10 Marks)

AIso draw the Histogram.
' (10 Marks)

Q- No.5: Prepare a frequency table for the foflowing data taking classes as 2r-30,
3l-40,....

70,62,59, 36, 56,25,45, gg, 45,7g, 54,62, 42,73,46,24,39, 47,5g, 65, 43,
21, 54, 70, 56, 90, 41, 64, 26, 39, 44, 29,33, g4, 66, 54, 22, 33, g7, 25, 55, 73,
56, 55, 7 0, 49, 37- 2g, 46, 61, 37, 93, 47, 59, 67, 43, 29, li, rc',
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Part-1 (OBJECTTVE)

Note: Attempt ALL questions. Cutting and overwriting is not allowed.
All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1. Some possible answers are given for each of the
(or tick) the correct answer.

i) ttre estimates of the common population variance d
partitioning the total variation present in the k-samples
from

a) N populations.

c) K normal populations.

a) z' = l),.1,-,y"rt

c) 12 Z x2,.t,-rtir-t

a) real distribution

c) expecteddistribution

a) ltl> t,,z.t,-zt

c) t < -t,.t,_zt

b) K populations.

d) N normal populations.

b) r' 3 zi.r,-tt"-,t

d) botha&c

b) a hypothesized distribution

d) sample distribution

b) t ) to.(n-z\

d) not any of a, b, or c

followings, encircle (1x10)

may be obtained by
(of equal size) taken

P.T.o.

lf we have to test that the two variables of classification are independent as

null hypothesis Reject Ho, if the computed value of

i;;\ A goodness-of-ftt test is a hypothesis test that is concerned with the
'ttt determination whether results of a sample conform to

iv)

v)

vi)

ln the regression analysis, the explained variation of the dependent
variable Y is given by

a) Lv -v)'z b) L( -'h2
c) Iti-I)'z d) I(r-i)

The coefficient of determination in multiple regression is given by

a) Rirr=r-(s'sr/ssr). b) Rir:=l-(ssn/ss4.

c) Rrlr=l-(ssE/ssR). d) Rir:=t-(ss6/ssil .

when H, i, f . 0o.the critical region is



.{

vii) ln one way ANOVA Total df =

a) Within df + Between df b)Within df + error df
c) both a & b d) Between df+ error df

viii) While dealing with analysis of variance, E'z,y I E", having _ degree of

freedom with the lerm " Eo- E:y/ E*" having_ degree of freedom by

applying the F-statistic.
a) 1, n-k b) 1, n-k-'l
c) r-1, n-k d) r-1, n-k-1

ix) An experiment is planned to

a) Get maximum information for minimum expenditure in the minimum
possible time
b) Avoid systematic errors
c) lgnore spurious effects, if any d) all of a,b &c

x) A replication is used

a) to decrease the experimental error b) to increase precision
c) both a & b d) none ofthe above
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Part-2 (SUBJEGTIVE)

Write short answers to each of the followings. (2x10)
Describe Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances.

What are the assumptions in the application of 7'?-test of goodness-of-fit?

What are the properties of the sampling distribution of b, the estimate of /?
What is the basic difference between simple regression and multiple
regression?

v) What is the difference between R1 23 ?rtd 112.3?

vi) What is meant by Analysis of Variance?
vii) Why we use the LSD test in analysis of variance?
viii) What is the use of Duncan's multiple range test?
ix) What are disadvantages of completely randomized design?
x) What are the basic principles of experimental designs?

o ? The weights of a random sample of 10 boxes of a particular\'!r'r 
are 14.2, 13.7, 14.1, 14.3, 14.1, 13.8, 14.4, 14.8, 13.9 and
hypothesis that F/u '.o1 =0.02 against the alternative Hr:o1
0.01 level of significance

Q.4. Three independent samples gave the following results:

Size i Observations

5 34,40,47,60,84.

I
J 46,93, 100.

Use Bartlett's test to test the hypothesis of equal variances. 1"1 a = 0.05.

Q.5. An instructor of mathematics wished to determine the relationship of grades (06)
on a final examination to grades on two quizzes given during the semester.
Calling X1 , X2 and X3 the grades of a student on the first quiz, second quiz
and final examination respectively, he made the following computations for
a total of 120 students.

x = $.$ 51 = 1.0 r12 = 0.60

x:=J.Q 52=0.8 r1 3=0.70

V' - 74 53 = g.0 r23 = 0.65

Find the least-squares regression equation of X3 on X1 and X2.

P.T.O.

Q.2.
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

'{?T T;:lil (06)

< 0.02, using a

(06)



Q.6. ln a feeding
obtained, the
animals were

experiment of some animals, the following
numbers in the table being the gains in weight in
in groups of 3 each.

results were (06)
pounds. The

7.0 16.0

14.0 15.5

8.5 16.5

'10.5 13.5

15.0 21.0 
"9.5 13.5

Test the hypothesis of no difference in rations, at a = 0.05.

Q.7. Carry out the analysis of variance for the following Latin square.

v1 (2.3) v2 (3 0) V3 (3 3) V4 (2 5)

v2 (s 1) v3 (4 1) V4 (2.4) V1 (24)

v3 (4.3) V4 (2.s) V1 (21) V2 (2.s)

v4 (2.6) V1 (2.0) v2 (2.4) v3 (4,4)

(06)
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Part-1 (OBJECTIVE)

Note: Attempt ALL questions. Cutting and overwriting is not allowed.
All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1. Some possible answers are given for each of the followings,
encircle (or tick) the correct answer.

i) Which of the following values can,t be the probability of an event?

(10x1)

ii) The two events A and B are mutually exclusive which of the following
statements must be true?
a) P(AUB)=0
c) P(AOB)='t

iii) A random variable can assume
a) one
c) multiple

iv) The distribution function of a random
defined as
a) F(x)=P1X.r,
c) F(x)=P(X=x)
For Normal distribution
a) mean = median
c) both b& c
lf P(A)=1-P(B), then A and B are
a) Mutually exclusive events
c) exhaustive events

vii) The random variable X have the values from 0,'t ,2,3....- for
a) Normaldistribution. b) Binomialdistribution.
c) Hypergeometic distribution. d) Poisson distribution.

viii) The variance of Bernoulli distribution is

a) 0.43
c) 1.2

a) npq
c) np

b)0
d)1

b) P(A)+P(B)=1
d) Not any of a,b,&c

value with a given probability.
b) many
d) bandcboth

variable X, denoted by F(x) is

b) F(x)=P112,.;
d) not any of a,b,or c

b) mean= mode
d) not any of a,b&c

events.
b) complimentary events
d) both b&c

v)

vi)

b) pq
d) nq

ix) For a Standard Normal probability distribution, the mean and standard
deviation arel
a) 1 and 1 respectively b) 1 and 0 respectively
c) 0 and -1 respectively d) 0 and 1 respectively

x) ln a Normaldistribution with mean p and standard deviation Q, mean
deviation is equal to
a) 1Q
c) 0.6745 O

b)
d)

0.8 0
2A
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Part-2 (SUBJECTIVE)

Note: Attempt ALL questions.

Q.2.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

Write short answers to each of the followings. (2x10)

Differentiate between descriptive and inferential Statistics.
Differentiate between Joint and Marginal probabilities.

What is the difference between stem-and -leaf plot and Histogram
Write three axioms of probability.
Write the properlies of a Distribution Function for a continuous variable.
Write the properties of a Binomial Probability Experiment.
Compare conditional probability and relative probability
Let a random variable Z follow the Standard Normal Distribution, find
P(0.6<Z<1.67) and also P(-1.67<Zs -0.6).

ix) Let X follow the Uniform Distribution f(x)=145-u,, a<xSb then prove that
mean of X be equal to (a+b)/2

x) A Binomial Distribution tends to become Normal Distribution; discuss.

Q.3" ln a certain college, 4o/o of the men and 1oh of the women are taller than 6
feet. Furthermore, 60% of the students are women. Now if a student is

selected at random and is taller than 6 feet, what is the probability that the
student is a woman?

Q.4. a) Find the value of k so that the function f(x) defined as follows, may be a
density function

(06)

(06)

f(x) = 1r,

=Q,

0<x(2
elsewhere

Qs.

Q.6.

Also Find also the probability that both of two sample values will exceed 1.

b) Compute the distribution function F(x).

lf X is binomially distributed with mean 3.20 and variance 1.152, find the
complete binomial probability distribution.

A car hire firm has 2 cars, which it hires out day by day. The number of
demands for a car on each day is distributed as a Poisson distribution with
parameter 1.5. Calculate the proportion of days on which neither car is

used, and the proportion of days on which some demand is refused.

ln a normal distribution, 31o/o of the items are under 45 and 8o/o are over 64.
Find the mean and standard deviation of the distribution.

(06)

(06)

Q.7. (06)
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l. The formula for Kruskal Wallis test ios based upon
(a) Means (b) Deviations (c) Ranks (d) Categories

2. which of the following tests lr'ould you less to assess whether there is a significant
diff-erence between the mean ranks of two conditions?
(a) Kruskal Wallis (b) Spearman's R}ro (c) Wilcoxon (d) Friedrnan

3. Nature of data for sign test is
a) Nominal or Ordinal
c) Direction of changing given

5. Which test is non sensitive?

a) None parametric
c) Both (a) and (b)

6. I'he range of chi-square variable is

a) O< x2 <+a

c) -"c < Z1 (+a

4. Non parametric tests are used on which of the following situations?
a) Sarnple Size is quite small b) Assumptions tike normalitv not satisfied
c) Data is given in eithel nominal or ordinal scale d) Atl of the above

b) Two sets of measurements can be matched

d) All of the above

b) Parametric

d) None of tl-rese

b; -"o<72 <0

d) None ofthese

b) F-test

d) None of the above

b) --</<+o
d) None ofabove

7. 1'o tind the goodness offit, the test used is

a) Student's t-test
c) Chi-square test

The range of t-Statistic is
a) 0</<+"o
c) -"o<l<0

8.

9.

10.

A passing student is failed by an examiner, it is an example of
a) Type I error b) Type II error c) Best decision d) All ofthe above

Hornogeneity of several variances can be tested by
(a) Bartlett's test (b) Fisher's exact test (c) F test (d) T-test.
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Q I . Wlite shorl answers on ttre tbllowing questions

a) What is estimation? Write propefties of a good estimator,
b) Write the procedure of a non-parametric test which is equivalent to paired samples T-test.
c) What is the Power of the test
d) Write the procedure of Barrlett test
e) Steps oftests ofhypothesis (4+4.t4-4+4)

Q2. in a certain experiment to compare two types of sheep food I and B, rhe lbllowing results of
increase in weights u,ere observed:

Sheep No. 2 J 45 6 7 8

Food I 49 53 5l 52 50 52 53

Food B 52 55 52 53 50 54 54 53

a) Assuming that the two samples of sheep are independent, can we conclude that food B is
better than tbod .,1?

b) Examine the casc when the same set of eight sheep were used in both the foods.
(8)

In an experiment to determine which of three different missile systems is preferable the
propellant burning rate is measured. rhe data after coding, are given below. Use Kruskal
Wallis tcst and a significance level of 0.05 to test the hypothesis that the propellant buming
rates are the same fol the three missile svstem.

( 10)

Missile S

23.2, t9.8, t8.1, 17 .6, 20.2,
17.8

Q4. Find the linear rcgrcssion equation from the follo'*,ing data:

Assuming normality, rest the hypothesis

1) Ho:/=0 against H,:p*0:
ii) -FIo :a = 23 against Hr:a *32;

at the 0.01 level ofsignificance.
(.12)

Q3.

2

18.4, 19.1, r7.3, 17.3, 19.7,
18.9.18.8. 19.3

X 65, 50, 55. 65, 55 10, 65, '7fi 55 70 s0, 55

Y 85, 74, 76, 90, 85, 87, 94, 98, 81, 91, 76, 74
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Q1. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item'
(One mark.for each)

i) The basic principles of experimental designs consist of:

a) Randomization b) Replication c) Local Control d) All of these

d) None of these

iii) In a completely randomized design, treatments are assigned to experimental units

at random.

a) Completely b) Partially c) SystematicallY d) None of these

iv) The assumptions under analysis of variance consist of:

ii) The smallest subdivision of the experimental material is called:

a) Treatments b) Experimentai Unit c) Experimental Enor

v) The follorving design provides lhe maximum number of degrees of freedom for error sum

of squares:

a) Completely Randomized Design

b) Latin Sqr.rare Design

vi) Multiple comparisons tests are applicable rvhenl

a) Null Hypothesis about equality of means is rejected

b) Null Hlpothesis about equality of means is accepted

c) Does not depend upon the rejection or acceptance ofNull Hypothesis

d) None olthese

vii) One can estimate the missing observation through covariance technique by simply

changing the sign of....
a)b b)r c) Correction Factor d) None of these

viii) The efficiency of hvo experimental rlesigns can simply be measured through ""' of error

varlances.

a) Addition b) Subtraction c) Multiplication d) Ratio

ix) Two Latin squares are............ if each letter of one square design occurs exactly

once with every letter of the other square when they are superimposed.

a) Nonnality and Independence

b) Both (a) and (b)

c) I-inearity and AdditivitY

d) None of these

c) Completely Randomized Block Design

d) None of these

a) Orthogonat b) Factorial Designs c) Efficient

x) A contrast is . ...combination of treatments'

a) Linear b) Exponential c) Quadratic

d) None of these

d) None of these
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SHORT QUESTIONS

Q2. Explain the follorving: (6 3,4,3,4)

Random Effects, Fixed Effects and Mixed Eff'ects Models

Analysis of Covariance

Principles of Experimental Design

Assurnptions under Analysis of Variance

Orthogonal Poiynomials.

SUBJECTIVE

Q3. a) In an experiment 'k' treatments and 'r' blocks are selected at random from a large number of
treatments and blocks. Develop expected mean squares by clearly indicating the assumptions used.

b) Given the following ANOVA for a CR design for four treatments: (6-4)

S.O.V df. SS

Treatments 3 I . 1986

Error 36 t.0323

Test the significance of difference between treatment means b.v using Duncan's Multiple Range

Test when treatment means for four treatments *'ere 1.464, 1.195, 1.325, and 1 .66.

Q4. a) Seven treatments arranged in six randomized complete blocks gave the following sum of squares

and products

b)

i) Is the regression ofY on X significant a1 0.05 level of signiftcance?

ii) Construct ANOVA and write the inference,

The analysis of Variance lbr a RCB design produced the table shown below: (6+4)

Complete the ANOVA table and test the significance of difference arnong the treatment means.

i)
ii)
iiD

i")
v)

Q5. a) Derive formula for estimating N missing observations in a LS Design

missing in different rows, diffcrent columns and different treatments.

b) In an experiment to examine the effects ofrow spacing on the yield ofwheat, 8 rora'spacing were

used and 6 blocks of an experiment were used. The sum of squares for Total, Blocks and

Treatments were 2195.48, 617.86 and 1283.65 respectively. Find the relative efficiency of this

when values are

design rvith the design in which blocks are ignored.

Trealments i 800

1400 r 700 1600

S.O.V AC SS MS F-Ratio

Treatments J 28.2

Blocks 5 l 3.80

Error 14 1
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Q. No. 1: Encirclc thc correct option.

l. Whon the sanrple survcy beconres a census survey, the sampling error becomes
A. Zero B. One
C. Constant D. None of the above

For a population that is not normally distributed, the distribution of the sarnple means will ------
A. be negatively skewed B. approach the normal distribution. '

C. be positively skewed. D. never approaches normal distribution.
'['lre process of drawing a sarnple fronr a population is knorvn as --------------.

A. Census B. Survey
C. Sampling D. None of above

4. Suppose we select every fifth invoice in a file. What type oflsarnpling is this?
A. Sirnple Random B- ClLrster
C. Stratified D. Systernatic

Which of the following is not an example of random sampling rnethod:
A. Sirnple random Sampling B. Stratified Sanpling
C. Cluster Sampling D. Convenience Sarnpling

All possible samples of size 'n' are selected from a population and the mean of each sample is

determined. What is the mean of the sarnple means?

A. Exactly the sarne as the population lnean B. Larger than the population mean

C. Smaller than the population mean D. Cannot be estimated in advance

Sampling in which sarnpling unit can be repeated more than once is called
A. Sampling with replacement B. Sampling without replacement

C. Both (A) & (B) D. None of the above

sarnpling distribution.

2.

3.

5.

6

7.

8. is the standard deviation ofa
A. Sample standard deviation
C. Meta error

A cornplete list of all the units in
A. Sampling unit
C. Sarnpling frame

If a sample is drawn from each

it is known as:

the population

B. Replication error
D. Standard error

is called
B. Population unit
D. None of the above

stratum minimizing the probabilities of non-preferred samples,

9.

10.

A. Selection with proportional allocation
C. Haphazard selection

B. Controlled selection
D. None of the above
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Q. No.2. Write a short notc on the following:
i. lnvcrsc SarnPling
ii. Method of controlled selection in Stratilied Random Sampling

iii. Reasons of Stratification
iv. Application of Systematic Sarnpling

Q. No.3. Ilthe loss function due to an error in ! is d(y - 7)2 and the cost.function is

C=Co*C1n'thenshorvthatthcmosteconomicalvalueof.n,insimple

randotn sanrpling. ignoring finite population correcl'ion tt F

Q. No.4. prove that sarnple proportion is an unbiased estimator of population

proPortion with variance

(5 each)

(07)

(07)

ty
N2LVpst =

hTLh

1

Nn'(wn

N,r

PaQ

fl7
)

Q. No. 5.

Q. No.6.

. 1 .i -.-. ^,L^. (09)
llthe ternrs in fi are not igrrorcd then prove that

t- f +-'
v,on = vprop - ;*htl run1rn - t)' -*I,' - N")sfrl

-, i4 i=1

Show that the mean ol a systerni.rtic sam-ple is more precise than the mean of (07)

a simple randorn sarnple if and only if S,f,r, > S'

*h"re Sfrr, and Sz are variance within systematic samples and population

variance resPectivelY.

PAPER: Sampling Techniques (Theory) TIME ALLOWED: 2 hrs. & 30 mins.

Course Code: STAT-
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Q.1 Tick the correct ansrver for the fotlowing multiple choice questions'

L The distribution having the moment generating runction ffi can be classified as:

a. Negative binomial distribution
b. Geometric distribution

c. Binomial distribution

d. None ofthe above

II. The probability is p=0.80 that a patient with a certain disease will be successfully

treated with a new medical treatment. Suppose that the treatment is used on 40

patients. What is the "expected value" of the number of patients who are successfully

treated?

a. 0.40

b. 20

c.8
d. 32

III. Suppose that the probability of event A is 0.2 and the probability of event B is 0.4'

Also suppose that the two events are independent' Then P('4/B) is:

a' P(A) = 0.2

b. P(A)/P(B) = 0.2/0.4 = 1 / 2

c. P(A)P(B) = (0.2)(0.4) :0.08
d. None ofthe above

ry. A coin is tossed three times. What is the probability that it lands on heads exactly one

time?

a. 0.125

b. 0.250

c. 0.333

d. 0.375

V. WheneverP(success) <1/2anlthenumberoftrialsisfewerthanten,theshapeofa

given distribution will be:

a. Symmetrical but only if n is large

b. Positively skewed towards the left

c. Positively skewed towards the right

d. Symmetrical

VI. The moment generating function of a random X is, Mtitl

expected value of X is
P.T.O.

=?r+f,e,, +f e3t. ttre



^. 22115

b. 9/5

c. 17ll5
d. r l/5
e.

VII. The probability that a leap year will have 53 Sundays is

a. ll7
b. 2/7

c. 2153

d. 52153

Vil. In the outcomes of a discrete random variable follow a Negative binomial

distribution, then their:

a, Mean equals the variance of that discrete random variable

b. Mean less than the variance of that discrete random variable

c. Variance less than the mean of that discrete random variable'

d. Both a and c

x. Given P(A) - 0'4 , P(B) = 0'3 
' 
P(B/A) = 0'2' what are

P(A and B) and P(A or B) =?
a. P(A and B):0.12, P(A or 8):0.58

b. P(A and 81=9.98, P(A or 8)=0.62

c. P(A and B):g'12, P(A or 8)=0'62

d. P(A and 8):0.08, P(A or 8)=0'70

X. Naveen is a high school basket ball player. She is a 70Vo free throw shooter' That

meansherprobabilityofmakingafreethrowis0.T0.Whatistheprobabilitythat
Naveen makes her first free throw on her fifth shot?

a. 5 (0.70) (0.30)a

b. (0.70x0.30)4

c. s(0.70)(0.30)5

d. None ofthe above
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Q2 Write short answer on the following questions.

a) Explain what is meant by a Random Experiment, a Sample Space and an Event.
b) If P(A) = 0.5, P(B) = 0.3, and P(A or B) = 0.65, are events A and B are

independent?

c) Explain how negative binomial distribution can be distinguished from binomial
distribution.

d) A coin is known to be unbalanced in such a way that heads only comes up 0.4 0f the
time.

(i) What is the probability that hrst head appears on 4s toss?
(ii) How many toss would it take, on average, to flip two heads?

e) What is a geometric experiment and what are its properties?

(20)
Q'3.a) Box A contains 5 green and 7 red balls. Box B contains 3 green,3 red and 6 yeltow

balls. A box is selected at randorrr- and a ball is drawn at random from it. What is the
probability that the ball drawn is green?

b) There are four candidates for the office of the Highway Commissioner. The respective
probabilities thatthey will be selected are 0.3, 0.2,0.4, and 0.tand the probabilities
fora project approval are 0.35,0.85,0.45 and 0.15, depending on which ofthe 4
candidates are selected. What is the probability ofthe project getting approved?

(s+s)

Q.4 Compute mean, variance, coefficient of skewness and kurtosis of negative binomial
distribution.

(10)

Q.5.a) Derive the Poisson distribution as the limiting form of the binomial distribution,
stating clearly the assumptions you make.

b) Three people each toss a coin and the odd man pays for the coffee. Ifthe coins
all show heads or all show tail, they are tossed again. What is the probability
that a decision is reached in five tosses or fewer?

(s+s)
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Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One markfor each)

i) What is the advantage of using SPSS over calculating statistics by hand?
a) It equips you with a useful transferable skill.
b) It reduces the chance of making errors in your calculations.
c) Many researchers use SPSS as it is a recognized software package.
d) All of the above.

ii) In SPSS, what is the "Data Viewer"?
a) A table summarizing the frequencies of data for one variable.
b) A spreadsheet into which data can be entered.
c) A dialog box that allows you to choose a statistical test
d) A screen in which variables can be defined and labeled

iii) How is a variable name different from a variable label?

iv) Horv rvould you use the drop-down menus in SPSS to generate a frequency table?
a) Open the Output Viewer and click: Save As )Pie Chart
b) Click on: Analyze; Descriptive Statistics ) Frequencies
c) Click on: Graphs; Frequencies ) Pearson
d) Open the Variable Viewer and recode the value labels

v) In which sub-dialog box can the Chi Square test be found?

a) It is shofier and less detailed.
b) It is abstract and unspecihc,

a) Frequencies I Percentages
b) Bivariate )Pearson

a) Mann Whitney
b) Wilcoxon sign rank test.

c) It is longer and more detailed.
d) Ii refers to codes rather than variables.

c) Crosstabs ) Statistics
d) Gender ) Female

b) Spearman's Rho
d) All of the ahove

vi) If the null hypothesis is true, then p < 0.05 means:
a) The obtained result is not due to chance.

b) The obtained result is a fairly important effect.
c) The obtained result is likely to occur by chance 95% olthe time.

d) The obtained result is likely to occur by chance less than 5 times in a hundred.

vii)If you achieved a p-value of 0.04 on a two-tailed test, what would the equivalent one-

tailed p-value be?
a) 0.2 b)0.002 c)0.06 d)0.02

viii) Of the below non-parametric tests, which relies on the calculation of ranks?

ix) One-way ANOVA is used when:
a) analyzing the difference between more than two population means
b) analyzing the results of a two tailed tests
c) analyzing the results from a large samples
d) analyzing the results between two population means

x) Which of the following tests are used to test for normality?
a) A t-test and an ANOVA test
b) A Chi-Square test and a I.illiefors test

c) An l}npirical CDF test and an F-tesr
d) A Quantile-Quantile plot and a p-value resr
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SHonr QUESTIoNS
Define the following: ( marlcs each)

Enlist various graphical and numerical statistical method to assess the normality of a data

Note on EDA (Explanatory Data Analysis ) tools in SPSS

Give detail about non-parametric tests which are equivalent to independent and paired

samples T-test.
Categorize the scales of the measurement (nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio) regarding

metric and non-metric variables.
Write short Bote on SPSS DATA editor window'

SUBJECTIVE

Note: You are required to justif your answers in this section by stating hypothesis' statistics' reference of

graphs etc. on Your answer sheet.

Q3: a) The following output generated through SPSS from a data containing the Beginning salaries

of emPloYecs in a comPanY'

a. Lilliefors Signifi cance Correction

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answet Sheet provided

361 .51017016.09

16305.72

17726.45

16041 .7',l

15000.00

61946945

7870.64

9000

79980

70980

5168

2.853

12.390

Mean

95% Confidence lnterval for

Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Sid. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Beginning Salary

Tests of

Kolmogorov-Smirnov" Shapiro-Wiik

Statistic df Sio. Statistic Df Siq.

Beqinninq Salary .252 474 .000 .715 474 .000

Study carefully the above output and answer the following qucstions: (7".+2-+L> Peo&tot tt



i) What are the P-values of Kolmogorov-smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests?

ii) Does this data set follow the normal distribution?
iil) Set null and alternative hypothesis and accept or reject the normality ofthe data at 17o

Ievel of signilicance

b) A sample of individuals applying for factory positious at Davis Enterprises revealed the following

,"o.., oo 
"o 

eye perception iest (X; and a mechanical aptitudc tcst (I):

Eye Perception

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2{ailed)

1 .000

10

,ot

.596

10

-.191

.596

10

Spearman's rho
Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

1.000

Mechanical Aptitude
'10

in the population is
(2+2)

i) Compute the coefficient of rank correlation'
if ,l,t tn.0.05 significance Ievel can we conclude that the correlation

dilTerent from 0?

Q4: a) The annual report of an institute gave the particulars classification of their students smoking

habits (Never Smoked, Past smoker, and current smoker) and their class ranks (freshman'

sophomore, junior, senior). The following output is generatcd from the recorded data using SPSS'

Class Rank

Freshman lsophomore I Junior I Senior

Smoking

Habit

Never Smoked

Past Smoker

Cunent

Smoker

Count

Expecled Count

% within Smoking

Habil

% within Class Rank

% of Total

Count

Expected Count

% within Smoking

Habit

% within Class Rank

% of Total

Count

Expected Count

% within Smoking

Habit

% within Class Rank

% of Total

Count

Expected Count

% wilhin Smoking

Habit

% within Class Rank

% of Total

108 |

1o2.21
I

38.2v"1

77 7"/"1

28.1%l

,tl
13.0 I

I

27.8%

7.2%

2.6%

21

23.8

31.8%

15.1Y0

5.5%

139

139.0

36.1%

100.0%

36.1%

68 I 60 I

654i osll

z4.o%l 21zv"l

764%l 63s%l

n.?%l 156%l

o I ',r 
l

8 3 I 8,8

I

111%j 500%

4 50k I 19.1%

1.0% I 4.7%

,1rl 16

15 3 

| 
16 1

25 8% 
I 

24.2%

1e 1% I t7 .oo/o

4.4%l 4.2%

unl e4

89.0 I 94 0

231r.1 24.4%

roo.oz I 
roo ox

23 1ak I 24.40/o

.i:l ;::l

;xl :,,;l
e.2v"l ?3 5% 

|41 36 I

,nl 36ol

I

11.1% 
| 

1O0.oolo

u .* 
| 

e.4o/o

1.0%l 9.4%

,rl 66

10Bl 660

rezv"l roo.oz

1e.o% | i7 .1%

3.1% | 17.1ok

63 I 385

*..1 385.0

16.4%l looo%

1oo.o% | loo o%

16.4% | 100.0%

Value Approx. Sig

Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficienl

N of Valld Cases

107

385

.017

PeaC 2 of,tt



b)Wefindsomedepressedpeopleandcheckthatthcl,rrreallcquivalcntlydcpressedto
Th.o *. allocate each person iandomly to one of three physical exercise groups: no

minutes of jogging per day; or 60 minutes of jogging pcr da1" 'l'he following output

i) State the null and alternative hypothesis for thc association between class rank and smoking

habits of the students
ii) What percentage of senior rank students who never smokcd

iii) How many degree of freedom are there?

ivj Wfrat is the decision regarding nutl hypothesis? (1+1+2+2)

begin with.
exercise;20
of allocated

groups is generated through SPSS

Levene Slatistic dfl da Sio.

1 .708 21 205

(2+2)

Exercise GrouP

Chi-Square

dt

Asvmp. Sig.

7.290

?

.026

i) Test the homogeneify of exercise groups

ii1 can we conclude that there is no significant dilfcrcnce anrong the exercise groups

Q5. The administrator of a new paralegal program at Seagatc ',l'cchnical college want to estimate

the grade point average in the new program. He thought tbat high school GPA, the verbal score on

the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the mathematics score olr the SAT would be good predictors

ofparalegal GpA. The following output is generated from the 9 students recorded data usingSPSS:

Correlations

High School GPA SAT Veri;al SAT Math Paralegal GPA

High School GPA Sig. (2{ailed)

N

SAT Verbal sig.

N

sig.

N

(2-tailed)

SAT Math (2{ailed)

Paralegal GPA Sig. (2-tailed)

N

.009

.u52

o

1

I
599

.088

o

.616

077

I

609

c-i

.6:16

.ca :

()

ulr

636

066

aoo

.088

I
1

o

.487

.183

9

ot I

.001

I
.616

.o77

o

.487

.183

I
1

Model Summa, b

a. Prediclors: (Constant), High School GPA, SAT V:''bal, SAT Llath

b. Dependent Varlable: Paralegal GPA

Kruskal Wallis Test

653.A42

147 .964

1306.083

3107.250

Std. Errcr of the

Estimale

.37513

fo t',6 3 6f ,



ANOVA.

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Siq.

Regression

'I Residual

Total

4.359

.7U

5.063

J

5

I

1 .453

.141

10.326 .014b

a. Degendent Variable: Paralegal GPA

b. Prediciors: (Constant), High School GPA, SAT Verbal, SAT lMath

Coefficients"

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefllcients

t sig.

B Std. Enor Beta

(Constant)

SAT Verbal
1

SAT Math

Hiqh School GPA

-.411

.002

- 002

1.201

782

002

l!lb

170

,.215

.945

- q)q

759

-.935

4.065

622

482

393

010

a. Dependent Variable: Paralegal GPA

i) Compute the value of coefficient of determinatio n I'rom I he a bove output.
ii) Which independent variable has the strongest correlation with the dependent variable and

also test its significance.
iii) Build a regression model using paralegal GPA as dcpcndent variable and all others as

independent yariables and also conduct a test of hypothesis for the individual regression
coefficients.

iv) What Paralegal GPA would you estimate for a sludcnt lhen IIigh School GPA score is 2,81,
SAT verbal 320 and SAT Math is zero. (2+2+4+2)

faa€ t, aF9 :
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PAPER: Applied Statistics
Course Code: STAT-321

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

OBJECTIVE

NOTE: There is no choice. Cutting ond overwriting is not ollowed.

Section A

QI: C'hot:,sc thc bcst answer. (10 Nlarlts)

I . tror a distribLrtion Q I = I 8 and Q3 = 27 , Semi Inter quartilc range lor this distribution is

a) 4

b1 c.)

c) 4.:i

cl) Ntrue ol tl.rc above

l. Ilre plt,lrahilitr' trl'a sllrc event is :

.r) I

b) 0

c) - I

dr 0.50

-.i. Chnging thc value of a score in a distribution will always changc the valr-re ol

:r ) l\'1,-'an

lr r \ le iliu n

e ) l\1otlc

d) n Il oltlic above

-l,Which r,l tirllowing is not a continuous variable?

ii) \\';ight ol sttrclettLs

b) Orrsct lge of spccilic disorder

c ) N utttbcr ol'cltisoclcs

d) (;tr'A trl'Nl.[)liil stLrdents

5. l-ow Brrth woight clata is best shown by:

a1 Sirnplc IJal chalt

b) l)ir: chart

c) [ [istogram

d) MLrltipte bar chart
P.T.O.

TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins.'.
MAX. MARKS: 10

Roll No.



6. [n ho''r man)/ lvays can 9 people be seated on a so tir nhcn 6 scilts ilrc availablc]

a1 )(.,,

b) "Lq
c.l i 

P'6

clt 6 I',

7. li X = 65. M =' 59. t : -2, the valr"re of o will be

a)4
b)l
c)2
d)5

8. 'l he zrrrrngcmcrrt oldata according to some comnlon cliaractcristic is callcd:

a)'l'abulation
b) Fr,-'rlucllc) DistLibution

c) Classillcation

d) [[istogranr

!) A spccilic part ottt o[ whole set of possibilities is knt-rrvn 
''rs

a) [)r,:portion

b) I'r'rbahility

c) [init
d) All ttt'thc abovc

10. il'a samplc has variance of 16, the san-rple standarcl clcviation will bc :

a)4
b) 8

c) l,{6
rl ) )(()rrc ol'thc atrove
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*-*r rtis t
Section l]

Q2: (i ivc slrort answcrs. (10 X 2:20 NIarhs)

l. Dif terentiate bctween descriptive and inf-eler.rtial statistics

2, Dr:scribc two laws of probability.

3. Explain wl.rat lrappens to standard deviation when a constant of 2 is added with each

scr)fc.

4. Writc down properties of normal distribution.

5. Sc:ore o['studcnts is distributed with mean 50 and SD=20. llnd the z-score of student

whosc actual score is 40.

6. What clo yolr ntcan by skewness and how it bc mcastrrcd

1. What is cumulative fiequency distributi<ln, givc an cxarnplc'

8. [)r,:linc ntutr.rally cxch-rsive and equally likely cvcnts in cot.ttcxt ol'probiLbilitl .

9. Wliat clo y()Lr l1lcztr1 by Bar-chart and how is it constrtrctcd'l

t0. What is Shcphcrd's Correction?

section c' (vo lAa".|. ,)

Q-l: Calculatc thc Mctlian and Mode for the following data' ( l0 Nlarlis)

t--c,t*tr*i
L ___-. 

-_-- 

-I ln-r:|-'i l0--r I

)
4

I +:Jz l _I
.+rJ-5,r ' - t1

l- s-+-iO I -tl
i ;qE i ,L

Q.{: Wh::rt tll },uu ntean by scales of measurcmcnt, tliscuss its lirur types in tlctails'

( 10 Nlarlis )

e5: Assumc r p6rrnal distribution for cach qucstion and solvc thc following' (10 Nlarks)

a) What is thc probability of obtainingaz- scorc lcss than 0'25?

b) t'ind p (X > 70) when P = 50 and o = 6
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' Atlempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided

SHORT QUESTIONS

Q2. Differentiate between the following terms: (9 6, 5)

i) I"ixed Elfect. Random Lffcct and \{ixed Effect Model

ii) Complete and Parrial Confounding

iii) Balanced Incomplete Block Design and Partially Balanced Incomplete BIock Design

SUBJECTIVE

Q3 Given the lollorving ANOVA table: (08)

Assuming completely randomized modei, interpret the effects of A, B and AB. u,hen

i) The levels of both factors are fixed
ii) l'he icvcls ol both factors are ranCorn

iii) Levels ofA arc fixed but levels of B ale random

Suppose that 4 lactors, temperature iA), pressure (B), concentration of reactant (c), and stirring
rate (D) are studied in a pilot plant to dctermine tneir eifect on product tiltration rate. Suppose no\4'

that the 24 = l6 treatment conrbinations cannot ail be run on the same da-,". The cxperimenter can

run 8 treatment combinations rn one day, so a 24 design confounCed in 2 blocks seems

appropriate. It is logical to conlbund the highesl interaclion ABCD with blocks. (08)

Block 1 Block 2
(l):4s
ab:65

a=11
b:48

ac: 60 c:68
i- 4abc:80

ad = 100 aoc:55
bd =45 bcd: 70
cd=75 acd -- 86

abcd :96 abd : 104

Qs. Complete the lcrllo*'ing tab lc (06)

s.o.v SS MS F-Ratio I

Block 1 28.44

A 4.92 1.64

Enor (a)

Subtotal 40.85

B 29.30 i

AB 9

Error (b) 86.65

Complete :he ANOVA table and test the significance of difference among the treatment means.

Q6. An engineer is str.rdying the mileage perlormancc oi 5 types of gasoline addirive. In thc road test
he wishes to usc cars as biocks. ltowcver. bccausc ol'a time constraint. he must use an incomplele
block design. I{e rr.rns the balanced design with the 5 blocks that fbllow. Analyze the data from
this cxperiment and drar.r conclusions. (08)

Additive Car
I 2 3 4 J

1
) - _. ,,7

1.4

14 l3 t2
- ll I ro

3 l2 ii 12- f-rr
4 l3 ll ti t2
5 1l t2 l0 l0

MARKS:50

Q4.

19558.36
2403.44
615 .21
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a) First Associates

b) Parameters of hrst kind

OBJECTIVE

Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One mark/br each)

i) An expcriment is called a ........... experiment if the treatments consist of all possible
combinations of several factors:

a) Latin Square b) Factorial c) Latin Square d) Quasi-Latin Square

ii) A........... effect ofa factor is an average change in the factor produced by changing the
level of the factor :

a) Main b) Random c) Mixed d) None o1'these

d) Random Effect

iii) The joint effect of two or more factors is called:
a) Main Effect b) Fixed Effect c) Interaction

iv) In confounding, blocks may be constructed through:
a) Sign Table b) Contrast Method c) Principle Block Method d) All olthese

v) In ............. Confounding, the etfect(s) are confounded in each replicate.
a) Complete b) Partial c) Mixed d) None of these

vi) In a design of four factors confounded in 4-blocks, the number of interactions confounded
with blocks are:

a)2 b) 3 c)4 d) None of these

vii) In Fractional Replication Design, the accuracy of the estimates of the effects ........
a) improves b) Reduce c) Remains Constant d) None of these

viii) When the factors were analyzcd according to their importance in the design, the following
design is useful:

a) Factorial b) Fractional Replication c) Split Plot d) Incomplete Block Design

ix) In'.......... Design, blocks do not contain full set of treatments in cach and every block.
a) Factorial b) Fractional Replication c) Split Plot d) lncomplete Block

-]) In PBIB design, pair of treatments i and j that occur together in the same block are called:

Roll No.

\
TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins.".
MAX. MARKS: 10

Attempt this Paper on this Queslion Sheet only.

c) Second Associates

d) None of these
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Roll No.

\
TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins.'..
MAX. MARKS: 10

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

Q. No. l: Encircle the correct option.

[. Cluster sampling, stratifred sampling and systematic sampling are types of---------.

4. Like the ratio estimate, the linear regression estimate is designed to increase
the use o[an auxiliary variate xi that is correlated with y1.

2, estimator is unbiased when sample size is large.

1. BLUH B, Rcgression C. Ratio

A. random sampling
C. direct sampling

3' In general the -------------- has a bias oforder 1
n

A. Unbiased estimate
C. Regression estimate

A. Precision
C. Variability

5.

A. Low
C. zeto

A. B=R
C. B>R

A. Sampling Error

called ------------,
A, Area

C, Multi-suge
The oorrslation co-efficient between elements in
correlation,

A. cluster
C. sample

B. non random sampling
D. indirect sampling

D. None oI above

B. Ratio estimate
D. None of the above

B. Sample size
D. Confidence width

B. Probability proportional to size

D. Convenience
the same is called lntraclLrstbr

B. stratum
D. None ofthe above

by

If regression line y on x is linear and passes through origin, then bias of ratio estirnate is--------

6. The regression estimate is more precise than the ratio estimate unless -------------

B. High
D. None ofihe above

B.8<R
D. None of the above

B. Standard Error
7. 'l'hc non-availability of respondents at horne is the rype of -------------in surveys.

8.

C. Response Error D. Non-response Error
ln -------*-- number of units at each stage are different.

A. Simple random sampling B. Stratified random sampling
C. Systernatic sampling D. Multistage sampling

People who are available, volunteer, or can be easily recruited are used in the sampling method
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PAPER: Advanced Sampling Techniques (Theory) TIME ALLOWED: 2 hrs. & 30 mins.

Attempt all questions.

Q. No. 2. Write a short note on the following:

i. Non-response Bias
ii. Combined Ratio Estimator
iii. Two-stageSampling
iv. Double Sampllng.

(5 each)

Q'No'3' Under the rnodel y; - Fxi+Ei where €i's are independent of the x; and

xi)0, show that the ratio estimator 9*-lX is Best Linear Unbiased

Estimator (BLUE) for any sample, random or not, selected solely according to

the values of x;.

Q. No. 4. For simple random sampling in which be is a pre assigned constant, show that

the linear regression estimate yr = y + bo(X - f) is an unbiased estimate of
7 with varianc" 

, _ ,
v (y) = + $j - zbosy* + blstr)

Q. No. 5. If 5u2 is the variance between units
is the variance between eletnents

value of M, the size of the unit.

Il' the cluster size varies from cluster

methods for estimating the population

simple random sample of n clusters.

Explain briefly how would you select

Hurwitz scheme.

in the poputation and Sfl = AMe (S > 0) (07)

that lie in the same unit, find the optimum

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

(08)

(07)

Q. No.6. to cluster, explain the two (08)

total I/ that are based on a

a PPS sample using Hansen-
I t.
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fairly large santples.
small samples.

lJnilorm Distribution
Wisharl Distribution

vi. Transpose of a rectangular matrix is a

OBJECTIVE
Ql' Read the fotlowing items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.

(One mark for each)

i. The multivariate normal distribution is an extension of the:
uniform distribution c) normal distribution e) exponential distribution
chi-squaredistribution d)multi-normaldistribution

The off-diagonal elements in the variance-covariance matrix contain:
regresslon parameters c) means e) covariance estimates
\/arlancc esttmates d) norre of the abovc

Which of the following refers to multivariatc anatysis?
a group of statistical techniques used when there are two or more measurements on each element and
the variables are analyzed simultaneously
techniquc that is appropriate rvhcn onc or more variables can be identiiied as dependent variables and
the remaining as independent variabLes
a group ofteohniques in which the vvhole set of intcrdependent relationships are examined
technique used to measule the effect of thc independcnt variables on the test units
none of the above

L-'

iv. Generally speaking, multivariatc analysis rcquires:

Roll No.

e) None of these

Atlempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

Iu.

a)

b)

a)

b)

a)

b)

a)
b)

a)

b)

TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins.'.
MAX. MARKS: 10

c) less concern over nteeting assumptions than do univariate tests.
d) sampling iiom a population lirat is not normally distributed.

c) Multivariate Norn.ral Distribution e) Chi-Square Distribution
d) None of the above.

a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

v- If X denotes a (pxl) column vector of random variables follows a MVN distribution with mean

vector p and variance covariance matrix E , then (X - p)' f-, (X - p) follows

e) Diagonal Matrix

vii. A process in which a square matrix can be factored into the product of matrices derived from its
eigenvectors is called ?

a) Multivariate Analysis c) Positive Definite Matrix
b). -Decomposition of a Matrix d) None of These

viii. Which of the following method(s) can be used for decomposition a matrix?

Rectangular Matrix.
None of the Above

c) Square Matrix
d) Scalar Matrix

e) Semi-Positive Definite Matrix

_ a) Spectral b) Cholesky

ix. (,et n)' =
a) AI -Br b)At-Bl

c) Singular

c) il' + Bt

d) All of these

d) (AB)t eS B'Ar

x. Any nonzero vector x is said to be a...... of a matrixl, If there exist a number,l such that Ax:
)x;?

a) Characteristics Vector b) Characteristic Root c) Column Vector d) Unit Vector
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Q2.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Q3.

Afiempt this Paper on Separote Answer Sheet provided

SHORT AUESTIONS
Define the following:

Singular-Value Decomposition of a Matrix
Eigen-Values and Eigen-Vectors
Positive Definite and Semi-positive Definite Matrices
Wishart Distribution

SUBJECTIVE
If a random sample of size n is taken from a multivariate normal population of random vector
X witb mean vector p and covariance matrix E. Find the m.g.f of multivariate normal

(5 marks each)

Q4.

Qs.

distribution.

Let W - Wp (f,I' M) . If C is any (p"q) matrix of constants, then show that

c'wc - wo (r,c'rc,uc;.

Show that the matrix for the following quadratic form is positive-definite:

lxl +2xi -ZJi x,x,

The random vector X' = [X,
vector p and covariance

matrix E given by:

X2 X. X, ] has a Multivariate Normal distribution with mean

Suppose Yj = [X, Xr)andYi =lX. Xo] zre the sub-vectors of X then find

a) "('/r,) (08)

(08)

(06)

(0E)

4-lt-l orl
oi I 8 -2 6,I S--' I;) L '':l

D c*(Yf 
,)

I
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Atlempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided

SUBJECTIVE

Q.2 Attempt the following questions.

a) Find the mean deviation of the Exponential distribution'

b) Describe the relationship between the Gamma distribution and Exponential

distribution.

c) Finci the mean and variance ofthe rectangular distribution on (-2, 2)

d) Show that tz 61=F g,n1

e) F'ir.rd moment generating function of the Student-t distribution.

t) If X-N(1r,oz) then find the mean and variance of Y - aX * b'

g) Define distribution function and its properties.

Q.3.a) If ,,X', follows rwo parameter Gamma distribution with density function

,.,t"-(ft1f(x)_ r"B" ; o<

Derive its moment generating functiou and use

and y2.

b) Show that marginal density of " X" in

univariate Normal distribution.

Q.4 Sate and derive the probability dersity function of t-distribution'

Q.5.a) If X has an Exponential distribution given by

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)
(3)

x<@,a>0,p>0.

it to find first four cumulants and Y,

Bivariate Normal distribution follows

(7+3)

(r0)

b)

161=ie (i) ;0(rSm.

What are the mean, variance and m.g.f' of X? Also calculate

P(x < 3) andP(X > slx > 2)'

Five observatio ns x1,x2,x3, x 4 ,x5 alta drawn at random ftom the distribution

f(x)=Se-s*;0<r(co'

what is the distribution of (i) The smallest observation (ii) The largest observation?
(7+3)
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Objective
Q.1 Tick the correct answer for the following multiple choice questions,

I. The family of parametric distributions, for which the mean and variance does not

exist,

a. Normal distribution
b. Pareto distribution
c. Cauchy distribution

d. Wcibull distribution
It. A family of pararnetric distributions for which moment generating function does not

exist is:

a. Studentt-distribution
b. Pareto distribution
c. F-distribution

d. All the above

III. For a normal curve, the Q.D', M.D , and S.D. are in the ratio :

a, 5'.6:7

b. 10:12:15

c. 2:3:4

d. None ofthe above

ry. ff X - N (8,64), the standard nortnal deviate Z will be?

a. z=(x-64)/8
b. Z == (x - 8)/64
c. Z-(x-B)lB
d. z=(B_x)/B

V. lf X - Expo(S) the probabitity density function X is :

a. Se-L' fol x ) o

b. e-5" for x ) 0

c. 5e-' for r > 0

o. ir-t' for r ) o

Vl. The characteristic function of the Cauchy distribution X -C (a' p) is:

a, eiat-Pt

b. eat-ipt

c. ei(ct-Pt)

d. eiqt-Pltl) (P.T.o.)



vll. If x-N(0,1) ari-Y-(x2 f il of the variate x/a fotto*t'

a, CauchY's distribution

b. Fisher's F-distrib.rtion

c. Student'srdistribution
d. None of the above

lf the sarnple si;e n = 2, the sru<lent's t distribution reduces to :

Normal distribution

F-distribution
Student's t-distr:bution

Cauchy's distribution

The relationship >etween the mean and variance of X2 with n d f'

a. Mean:2 variance

b. 2Mean: variance

c. Mean= variattce

d. None of the above

Chi square distlioution curve in respect of symmetry is:

Negatively skelv

Symntetrical

Positively skew

None of the above

vll1.
a,

b.

c.

d.

IX.

x.
a.

b.

c.

d.
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Objective

Q.l Tick the correct ansrryer for the following multiple choice questions.

l. Fortran 77 contains . . . . . . . . . . . .. intrinsic data R?es that are built automatically into the

language:

a,2
b.4
c.6
d. tl

Clolurnn 7 through 72 store thc Fortran

Continuation character

Comrnent line
Staternent labcls

Prograur staterncnts

Ill. The counted loop executes a ................ number of lines and the variables

controlling the loop cannot be . . .. . .. during the loop cxccution.
a. F ixed, prcdetermined
b. Variable, altered

c. Altered. variab le

d. Predetcrmined, altcred

a.

b.

c.

d.

lV. The prograrn assigns the starting valu€

a. LCV
b. Stop

c. Step

d. None of thesc

V. lvlicro computer is also called as :

a. Personal computer

b. Laptop computer
c. Note book computer
d. All the above

VI. Machinc language consists of. . . . . .

a.00
b. 0& I
c. I &l
d. l8L 2

VII. In a computer the raw facts are :

a. Progranrs

b. Commands

c. Dilta

d. Attribrtes

to the' DO' staterncnt is called:

VIII. 1'he cotnpttter devices that transforms thc input data to the binarl'languagc are:

a. Proccssors

b.'I'rauslator devices

c. Output devices

d. Intel t'aces

IX. Randont acccss lnemory ls also knowtl as :

a. Non volatile

b. Volatile
c. Pemranent

d. Secondary

X. One bvte is grotlp

a. 2 Bit
b. 4 Bit
c. 6 Bit
d. 8 Bit
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SUBJECTIVE

Write short answcr on the following qucstions.

(5x4=20)

Q.2

a) (s)Write

(i)

a FTN

,["bl
expression corresponding to mathematical expression.

(ii) (o + 3b)(c + d) ( iii) S in-l ./tan2lal

b)

c)

Indicate which of the following valid declaration / assignmellt statements are. For

those statements that are invalid, provide the reason. (5)

(i) Y+2-x (ii)DiseY2-Yl (iiDNUM=NUMti (iv) REALXYZ

Find error ifany and give reason. (5)

(i) PI{INT r,J,K (ii) l0 Goro l0 (iii) IF(X=Y) GOTO l0 0
(iv) X*Y=Z (v) DISTANCE=VELOC*TIME (vi) t0FORMAT (13)

d) Suppose J, K and L conrains 10,20 and 30 respectively. F'ind the valuc ofeach logical

expression. (5)

(D 2*J.EQ.K. AND. K. LE.L (ii) K.EQ.l0. AND..NOT.J.LT.L-15

Q.3.4) Write a FTN program to fit straight line equation by the method of least

sq uares?

b) Write a F1'N program to tind the roots of the quadratic equation'
(6+4)

Q.4.a) Write a FTN program to Iind the product of two matrices.

b) What are the data typ€s in FTN and explain implicit and explicit data typing?
(6+1)

Q.5.a) Define the LOOPS and its types with structure in ['TN ?

b) Write a FTN program to calculate the first n terms of the Fibonacci series?

(4+6)

)
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SECTION A (10 Mnrks)

Q1: Encircle the correct oPtion:

l. A chi-squarc tcst ol incle pcucletrce is used to evaluate a relationship betq'een two

variahlcs. It'onc variabl.'l is classifietl into 5 catcgtlrics and tltltcr in 3 catcgories, l'hc chi

stltrarc stalistic will havc :

a. dl- 5

b. dl= 6

c. d1'= 8

d. Carrrlot compule-

2. A sarnple of n = 5 has s: : 20. \\,hat is rhe value for the estimated standard enor?

a. l
b.2
c.9
d. None ofthe above

3' lf SSr,n,,,",,, = 10, SS.r = 5' SSa:4' SS'f iswould be:

a.4
bl
c. )
d. None ofthe above

4. A researcher is conducting an experiment to evaluate a treatment that is expected to

decrease the scores lor igciividuals in population which is known to have pr = 60'which of

the follow ing is correct statement tbr the altemate hypothesis?

a. P>60
b. PL<60
c. p 160
d. P260

5.Anindeperrdentmeastlresresearchstud,vcompares3treatmenlconditionsusinga
sampleofn=5in.u.r'treatment-WhatwillbethevaltreoldfforF-ratio.

a- 2'14
tr. 1, t5

c. 2, 12

d. None of the above

6. Kruskal Wallis Test can be viewed as an ordinal data alternative to

a. Single SamPle t-['est

b. Independent measure t-Test

c. RePeated measure t-Test

d. Single Factor ANOVA

TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins.".
MAX. MARKS: 10

Roll No.

(P.T.O.)



7. A residual in the regression table is defined as

a. Y-V
b. Type I Errot'

c. Sum ofSquare Error

d. Regression Sum ofSquare

8. In a study. first sample had 6 participants and second sample had 9 participants, the dl tbr

an independent samples , test would be:

a. 15

b. 13

c. 12

d. None ofthe above

9. 'lhe stucly indicated that the stress had an etlect on academic perlornrauce rvhen actually

it did not is an example of
a. Type I error

b. Type II eror
c. Correct Decision

d. Power of a test

10. A *-,=- correlation is used to measure the relationship between two variables when

botl-r vaLiables are ranked.

a. Pearson

b. Spearmalr

c. Point bi-serial

d. None ofthe above
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Q2: Give short answers

l' Diffbrentiare between criticar region ancr aoceptance region in hypothesis testing.
[04]

2. What is'Iype-l and Type_ll Error
t04l

3. Describe assumptions ofIndependent samples / test.

[041
4. What ar.e thc par.amerr.ic tests, give examples.

[04]
5. What is estimated standard error and horv is it calculated?

[04]

SECTION C (3x10= 30 Marks)

Attempt any 3 questions

1 . A sample of 6 participants rvas taken to assess the effect of Therapy A for depression.

Depressions scores were assesscd before and after thetapy, Is there any significant
dillbLcncc in cleplession scores bel'(le and after therapy?'[est with s: 0.05 [0]

2. It is sr"rggested that personality type is related to heart disease. The observed lrequencies
for all the categories are as follox,s:

ls there a relationship betrveen personality and heart disease? Test w'ith o = .05. [ 0|

3. Followir-rg data shows scores of self-esteent and acadernic performance. Is there any

relationship between sclf-esteem and academic pertbrmance? Test with o = 0.05 [0]

for each X
valtte in the cltrta. llol

Sixth Semester - 2011

Attempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided.

BefbLe 22 20 22 2l 20 i6
After lt l4 t7 l4 6 t2

No He:rlt Discase [-[eart Disease
lype A r5 n
-fype 

u 20 6

Self esteem

For thc following data, Use Regression Equation to find predicted Y Values

x Y
/1 8l
44 83

46
47
48

184
,82
i81

49 84
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ofthe variance of an unbiased estimator.
Upper bound
None ofthe above

B. Consistent
D. Sufficient

variance equal to -- is most elficient estimator.
El. Cramer's Rao lower bound
D. None of the above

minirnum risk is called
B. Admissible estimator.

D. Efficient estimator
for the replacement of variances for the possible

B. Consistent
D. Sufficient
is more efficient.

B.Tz
D. None of above

1. Cramer Rao Inequality gives
A. Unique bound
C. Lower bound

2. Expected loss is called
A. Error B. \/arrance
C. Risk D. None of the above

3. 'f he statistic whose conditional distribution is independent of parameter is called
statistics,

B.
D.

A. Unbiased
C. Ef{icient

4. The estimator which has the
A. Mlean Square Error
C. Population mean

5.

6.

7.

The better estimator which also has

A. Unbiased estimator
C. Consistent estimator

Some statisticians use Mean Square Error
comparison of ----------------- estimators.

A. Biased
C. Efficient

tf Ef f (Tt/T) ( 1. then
A.Tr
C. both It and 12

8. lf the minirnum variance estimator exists, it nould essentially be -
A. Zero B. Greater than one
C. Negative D. Unique

9. The mean square consistency is also called
A. Strong B. Weak
C. Simple D. None oithe above

10. [f the expected value ofan estirnator is equal to its -----------, the estirnator is called unbiased.
A. Parameter B. Statistic
C. Estimate D. None of the above
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Attempt all questions.

Q. No. 2. Write a short note on the follow ing:

i. Relative Efficiency'

ii. Risk Function

(5 each)

iii. Drawbacks of Factorization Theorem

Q N<r 3 J;",,:J:;[:1;::;:]::T: x.+x2+ *xn-B(n'p) (08,

a. Prove that ! is an unbiased estimator of p. show that E[1 - ]l it equal to

\-p - q. But hir -]l ,. nor an unbiased estimator of pq. Find the

amount of bias?

b. Prove that & (1 - fl ir asymptotically unbiasecl estimator of pg.

c. Prove that ! is consistent in mean scluare.

d. Prove that t (1 - *l ,r consistent estim arot of pq.

Q' ^\o' 4' Given that rhe pdf of unilorrn distribution as
(07)

Q. No.5.

1
fG;e):, 0<x<0, -m<0(*m

Show that Y,, - max(Xi) is a sufficient statistic.

Civenthat f(x;0)-* o. x<0,0>0
: 0 elsewhere.

Prove that the C.R.L.B is less efficient than the estimator Cilf" , where y, is the

largest value of a randorn sample of size n and yr, is not unbiased. Suppose its

variance is

s(yil - lE(y"))' ,

State arrd prove Rao Blackwelltheorern.Q. No. 6.

(07)

(08)
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Q.2 Discuss the following. (20)

(i) The properties of OLS estimators

(ii) Stepwise regression

(iii)CHOW test

(iv) Functions of Econometrics

(v) Extraneous information's and its use.

Q3. ForGLRmodel I=X,P_r+Xr7r+4,obtainleastsquaresestimatesof grand F, (06)

Q.4. For GLR model I = X g + q, show that ML estimator of p is BLUE. (06)

Q.5 The following calculations are made from 10 sets of observations on Y, Xr and X2 (06)

which follow

Y=0n+9,X,+BrXr+u

LY = 20, Lfr - 30, 2X., = {Q, LX2 = 88.2, Wl = gZ, Wl = fil,
LY,Y - 59, LXrY -88, W,Xr-119

Test the significance of each regression Co-efficient.

Q.6. Consider the partitioned model Y = X,0,

estimators of B, and B, respectively.

unbiasedness of br and bz.

Q.7. Consider SLR r - a + FX + e, Show that LS estimator of p are independent. (06)

+ Xr7, + 4 let br and be be the OLS (06)

Suppose that Ea - X,A. Check the

I and
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Q.1. State whether the following statements are true, false or uncertain. (10)

(i) Ridge Regression estimate is one of the remedial measures when

regressors are collinear.

(ii) ln regression analysis, total sum of squares fallows F-distribution.

(iii) OLS and ML estimators of error variance in a regression model are

identical.

(iv) ln general linear regression, regressors are fixed variables for the

estimation of parameters by least squares method.

(v) For comparison of two simple linear regressions students t-statistics is

applied for small sample sizes.

(vi) ln general linear regression, variance of the dependent variable is equal

to error variance.

(vii) By the use of extraneous information in linear regression, estimators

become more precise.

(viii) ln, 7' -- d L BX + e, lf the slope co-efficient p is zero, the intercept

parameter is estimated by I.

(ix) Exact models are used in Econometric research.

(x) ln, )'=a+BX +e,MLestimatorsof a, p anderorvarianceareBLUE.
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Questionl. ObjectivePart

a. Fill in the Blanks

i. Let

int variable = 2;

cout<< variabie%10;

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

b.

output will be

. Let

int variable = 5;

if (varia ble > 4)

cout<< "i am good today";
else

cout<<" i am sick today"

output will be _

iii. lnti=5;
while( i> 0X

cout<<"wao";
i--;

)

cout<<i;
How many time "Wao will be printed" output will be

After loop what is value of i output will be

iv. lf we have a function prototype as following:

int * function( int );
lnput type is

Choose whether followinB statement is true or false

i. Remainder of float variable is obtained using %

ii. Different function can have same names

iii. function can return more than one value

iv. Strings are character arrays

v. Accessing RAM is faster as compared to Access of Cache

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

(True/False)

L
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Question3.
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Write short note of following

a. Use of NULL character in strings

b. Adva ntages of macros ove r fu nctio ns

c. a rrays

d. if statement

e. for loop vs do-while loop

Write code to implement following programs

(20) Marks

( 7+9+7+7) Marks

a. User will enter 3 digit number through keyboard, write a program to check whether

number is prime or not

b. Write a function that inputs array of 50 integers and return their mean and sum using

st ructu re

c. Write code to find even numbers less than 100.

d. Write a code concatenate two arrays.

\
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Q1.

Subjective

Write short answer on the following questions.

a) Sampling frame
b) Census
c) Pretesting of questionnaire
d) Literature review

(20)

Q.2. Explain open ended and close ended questions, Their advantage (1S)
and disadvantage and the situation in which they are used.

Q.3. What do you understand by the term determination of sample (i5)
size which factors are involve in it? Explain in detail.
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oBJECTTVE

Circle the correct answer.

' 
1. A.ny numerical value caiculated from sample data is called

a) Error.
b) Statistics.
c) Bias.
d) Standard deviation.

2. Conducting surveys is the most common method of generating

a) Primary data
b) S6condary data
c) Qualitative data

" d) None ofthe above

3. Non-Sampling error can be reduced by

a) lncreasing sample size.
b) Decreasing sample size
c) Grouping the data
d) None ofthe above

4. Which of the following is not a type of nonrandom sampling?

a) Cluster sampling
b) Convenience sampling
c) Quota sampling
d) Purposive sampling

5. What is a good research? The following are correct except

\ a) Purpose clearly defined
b) Research process detailed
c) Research design thoroughly planned
d) Findings presented ambiguously P.T.O.



6. A simple random sample is one in which:

a) From a random starting point, every nth unit from the sampling frame is selected.
b) A non-probability strategy is used, making the results difficult to generalize.

c) The researcher has a certain quota of respondents to fill for various social groups.

d) Every unit of the population has an equal chance of being selected.

7. What is a cross-sectional design?

a) The collection of data from more than one case at one moment in time
b) A study of one particular section of society, e.g. the middle classes
c) One that is devised when the researcher is in a bad mood
d) A comparison of two or more variables over a long period of time

8. The person who leads a focus group discussion is called a

a) Anchor.
b) Facilitator.
c) Moderator.
d) Recorder.

9. A literature Review requires

a) Planning.
b) Clear writing.
c) Good writing.
d) All of the above.

10. lf a study is "reliable", this means that:

a) The measures devised for concepts are stable on different occasions
bi lt was conducted by a reputable researcher who can be trusted

c) The findings can be generalized to other social settings
d) The methods are stated clearly enough for the research to be replicated
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SUBJtrCTIVE TYPE

Q2. (a x s:20)

a) Defirre time series. Differentiate between discrete and continuous tirne series.
b) Definc strict and weak stationarilv.
c) Show that random walk is a non-stationarl process.

d) Show that )i = Y,-, t )'Y,-= t'a, is srationarv when -I<L<0.

Q3. The lollowing table gives sample timc serics: (3 + 7:10)

Y 5

a) l'lot the time series. Do you think the plot exhibits stationarity2 Provide reasoning.

b) Take flrst orderdifferencesi.e. LV, =Y, -Y,-,. Calculate autocorrelation at lag l.

Q4. Show tlrat for the ARMA( l, I ) process { = /lj-, - Z, + 02,-

o- =i" 
o otxo n 

/1* '' 
'r 601 

k = t

I oP, k-2'3""

Q5. Show tlrat the autocorrclation function of Y, - !Vr--- + f,Vr-, + Z, is given by

162. 5 1.
cx--V(1)r + ,-G1).' k=0,7'2,3,..

where [21] is a purely random process having zero mean and finite variance.

(10)

(10)
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OtrJDCTIVE TYPE
Ql. Tick the correct answer,

l) The differencing of time series is used to:
a) Stabilize the mean of time series
b) Stabilize the variance of time series
c) Make the data normally distributed
d) All of the above

(rU x I=10)

2) A tirne series is said to be cornpletely random if all the autocorrelations at non-zero lag are
a) positive
b) negative
c) zero
d) one

7)

'l'he autocorrelation at lag zero
a) is zero.
b) is l.
c) is -t.
d) Cannot be calculated.

Random walk is

a) a stationary process.

b) a non-stationary proccss.

c) a purcly random process.

d) Both (a) and (c).

The autocorrelation function of a moving average process
a) shows exponenlial deca;,.
b) makes damped sine-cosine waves.
c) is zero at alI non-zero lags.
d) cuts off to zero for lag greater than order ol process.

The AR( I ) process { -- QY,-, - t, is

a) always stationar).
b) always non-stationary.

c) stationary w'tren l/l> I .

d) stationary when lfl <t.
'fhe autocorrelation at lag 2 for an AR(1) process Ij = 0.511-r + e, is

a)0
b)l
c) 0.5
d) 0.2s

An AIt(l ) prrrcess I', = Q,I',,, + QrY,-. + a, is stationary if

^) 0)+0, <l
b) 0, -d''l
c) I {r, l< I

d) All of thc above

There is a dualitY between

a) purety random process and random walk'

b) random walk and moving average process'

c) moving average process and autoregressive process'

d) autoregressive Plocess and random walk'

Under ce(ain conditions, a finite order ARMA(p,q) process can be represented in the form of

a.1 moving average Process.
b) autoregressive Process.
c) random walk.
d) Both (a) and (b).

l)

4)

s)

6)

8)

e)

r0)
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Obiective Tvpe

I . Operational researcl.r approach is

a,) rnultidisciplinary b) Scientific c) d) all ofthe above

2. A minimization problem can be converted into a maximization problem by changing the sign
of the coeffrcients in the

a) constraints b) Objective function c) Both A and B d) None ofthe above

3. If the feasible region of the linear programming problem is empty , the solution is

a) inl'easible b) unbounded c) altemative d) None ofthe above

4. lf there are "m" original variables and "n" introduced (slack) variables , then there will be
columns in the simplex table

a) m-n b) m+n+3 c) m+n-l d) m+n

5. Atl the parameters in linear programing model are assumed to be

a) variables

6. In simplex rnethod

a) slack variable

b) constraints c) tunctions d) None of the above

, we add variables in the case of ":"
b) Surplus variable c) artificial variables d) None of these

7. As for maxirnization in assignment problem, the objective is to maximize the _
a) protit b) optimization c) cost d) None of these

8. Graphic rnethod can be applied to solve a linear programming problem when there are only
_ variables

a) One b) More than one c) Two d) Three

9- Which of the follou'ing is a valid objective function for a linear programming problem?

a) Max 5xy b) Min 4x + 3y + (213)z c) Max 5l+ 6y2 d) Min (x' + xz)/xr

10. Linear programing is a major innovation since in the field of business, decision making ,
particularly under condition of certainty

a) Industrial revolution
c) World war II

Attempt this Paper on this Question Sheet only.

b) World war I
d) French Revolution

initiative
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Subjective TYPe

Q.2. Write short and concise answer to the following questiorrs:

a) Define OR and characteristics of OR

b) Phases of solving a problem using OR

c) Sumlnarize the steps for solving a LP rnodel

d) Define the following with reference to LPP

i) Unbounded solution ii) Alternative optirna

e) How the problem of minimization can be solved by lir.rear programrning
(4 +4+4+4+4)

e.3. A jewetry store rrakes necklace and bracelets from gold and platinurn. The store has [ 8 ounces of gold

and 20 ounces of platinurn. Each necklace requires J ounces of gotd and 2 ounces of platinum, while

each bracelet ,"quir". 2 ounces of gotd and 4 ounces of platinum. The dernand for bracelets is no more

then four. A lecklace earns $i00 in profrt and a bracelet $400. The store wants to determine the number

of necklaces and bracelets to make in order to maxirnize prot'it'

a) lormulate a linear programming model for this problem

b) solve,, 
,rO,

Q.4. Provide the graphical solution to following problem

a) Min Z=4Xr+X:
Subject to

3X1+X2: 3

4Xr+3X. > 6

Xft2Xt<4
X1,Xr>0

b) Maximize Z=80Xr+100X2 subject to

X;2x23720; 5Xr+4XrS 1800; 3Xr+Xz( 900; X1' X2 >0

Q.5. Provide simplex solution to the following problems

Minimize cost= 4Xr+5Xz

Subject to Xr+ 2x2> 2.7

3X1+ X2 > 75

xr> 0, xz) 0

(7+71

PAPER: Operation Research
Course Code: STAT-412

TIME ALLOWED:2 hrs. & 30 mins.

(6)
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i) Maxirnum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) possesses the following properties of good estimator

a) Unbiasedness, Consistency, efficiency & sufficiency.
b) Unbiasedness, Consistency, efficiency & Invariance.
c) Consistency, efficiency, invariance & sufficiency,
d) AII of above.

ii) Likelihood tunction is _
a) Mandatory for MLE.
b) Not mandatory for MLE.
c) Partially mandatory for MLE.
d) None ofthe above

iii) Moment estimators are
a) Sufficient.
b) Consistent.
c) Efficient.
d) All of the above.

ir) Minimum chi-square _
a) [s an estimator.
b) Measures minimum association between attributes.
c) Measures minimum variance between attributes.
d) Both a &c.

v) Likelihood Ratio test uses

a) Relational hypotheses.
b) Non-relational hypotheses.
c) Botha&b.
d) None ofthe above.

vi) Average Sample Number (ASN) is
a) a statistic.
b) an estimator.
c) an averaging tool.
d) All of the above.

vii) When sample size is large euough
a) OLS is the best choice
b) MLE is the best choice.
c) Moment estimator is the best choice.
d) Minimum chi-square is the best choice.

viii) Neyman-Pearson Lernma provides
a) Non-Randomizedtest.
b) Randomized test.
c) Most powerful test.
d) Admissible test.

ix) Modified minimum chi-square differs from minimum chi-square in respect of
a) Numerator.
b) Denominator.
c) Basic approach.
d) None ofthe above.

x) A test based on test-statistic is classified as

a) Randomized test.
b) Non-randomized test.
c) Admissible test.
d) Most powerful test.

Roll No.

TIME ALLOWED: 30 mins)..
MAX. MARKS: 10 "

(1x r0)
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Q.2 Write short and brief answer to the followings.

i) Why lnoment estimator is considered important even in this modem era of
computerization'l

ii) Ditferentiate between confidence interval and large sample confidence intenal.
iii) What is the utility of likelihood function in MLE?
iv) What do you mean by 95% confidence interval for a parameter?
v) Compare the properties of MLE and OLS estimate.
vi) Why we have to use sequential sampling?

(0s)

(04)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(02)

(10)Q.3.

Q.4.

Let P(x-,,= [' 
tr-')rr(1-0,),

Find the moment estimators of Q and 0,

Let xr, x2, ......, xn denote a random sample from a distribution which has p.d.f. (lZ)
./(x,)that is positive on only non negative integers. lt is desired to test the

simple hypothesis H,,:f(x)-e-t lxt, x=0,1,2,...,...against alternative simple

hypothesis H,:f(x)-(ll2)"t ,=0,1,2,,...... Derive the expression for BCR
(Best critical region). Consider the case of n=1 and k=1, k being any positive

integer in the expression

H,,:0-0', Ht-0-e.

L(0'-x.-x.........x )' , " '. ^'<k where
L(0 ,x,xr........,x,)

(08)(){

Find the power of the test for this combination of n and k when
(i)11, is true (ii) 11, is true

Obtain the MLE for A and 12 from the Rayleigh distribution with p.d.f

JQ)*Qx/,t)expl-x'l.t1 ,0(x(oo so prove that MLE for this problem is

lnvariant.
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Q.1. State whether each

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

of the following statements is true or false OR uncertain. (o)

When error terms of G.L.R Model are Non-speherical, OLS estimators are BLUE.

When high multicollinearity is present then, determinant of correlation matrix approaches

to one.

Geary OR Run test is used for detection of Heteroskedasticity.

ln the presence of autocorrelation, OLS regression gives efficient prediction.

For over specified model, the OLS estimators are unbiased.

Pareto curye cannot be used for income distribution analysis.

(iv)

(v)

{-
(vi)

(vii) When orthogonal polynomial functions are used as regressors in regression model, then

OLS estimator are uncorrelated.

(viii) lnstrumental variable and the regressor should be highly correlated.

For unidentified equation, the OLS method gives unique estimates of structural

parameters.

It is not absolutely essential that dummy variables take the values of 0 and 1.

(ix)

(x)

SECTION (I
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SECTION flI)
Q.2. Define the following:

(i)

(iii)

(v)

(vii)

(ix)

Assumptions of M.L. estimation

method for S.L.R. model

Pareto Curve

Distributed Lag model

Statement of Aitken Theorem

Rank Condition of identification

(ii) Over identified equation

(iv) Auto correlation

(vi) Multicollinearity

(viii) Stochastic Regression

(x) OrthogonalPolynomials

(20)

(06)

(12l,

(06)

(06)

Q.3. Discuss the consequences of using OLS estimators in the presence of first order
auto-correlated error terms.

Q.4. For the model

!r,=fn!2,* /rtxtt+utt
!2, = f^y, * Tzzxz, * /ztx3t+ ltl

You are given the following information:
1. The least square estimates of the reduced-form coefficients are

[s ro zlII
Lro 10 s.l

2. The estimates of variances of the regression coefficients in the first reduced-
form equation are 1 , 0.5, 0.1.

3. The corresponding covariance's are estimated to be all zero.
4. The estimated variance of the error on the first reduced-form equation is 2.0.

Compute the consistent estimates of structural parameters of the first structural
equation.

Q.5. Define Heteroskedasticity and discuss two measures to remove / minimize it.

Q.6. Let /- xF+g suchthat g- N(o,d'rl) obtain BLUE ofo2
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Question No.l. Four options are given against each statement, encircle the correct option. ( lox1 )

l) The residuai autocorrelation coefficients obtained from a sample time series of 250 datapoints are
0.2, -0.15 and -0.1 at lags 1,2 and 3 respectively. Assuming that the coeffrcients are approximateiy
normally distributed, what is the value of Box-Pierce statistic?

a) 18.09

2) When a forecaster uses the

b) 37.s0 c) 18.125 d) 53.06

components are changing quickly over time.

a) Maximum Likelihood

c) Minimum Mean Square

method, he or she assumes that the time series

b) Simple exponential smoothing

c) Box-Jenkins

3) An AR(p) (p is an integer greater than zero) model wiil have

a) An acf and a pacf that both decline geometrically

b) An acf that declines geometrically and a pacf that is zero after p lags

c) A pacf that declines geometrically and an acf that is zero after p lags

d) An acf and a pacfthat both are zero afterp lags

4) Under Simple exponential smoothing method for forecasting if we v'ant ow forecast to be very
responsive to the most recent observation, the value of alpha should be;

a) Small

c) Moderate

5) Updating forecasts helps us to minimize the

a) Long-term

c) Both (a) & (b)

b) Large

d) The value of alpha does not matter

forecast error.

b) Short-term

d) Neither (a) nor (b)

P.T.O.



6) In the acronymn "SARIMA,,'what does the..I,,stand for?

a) Independence b) Integrated

c) Intraclass d) Ireversible

I What'is the name of the process defined by,

(1 +0.6BXl - B)r, - G - 0.983)Zt

a) ARIMA(1,0,3)

c) ARIMA(I,1,1)

b)AzuMA(3,1,1)

d) AR[MA(I,1,3)

8) Yule-walker estimates is another name of

a) Maximum Likelihood

c) Minimum Mean Square

estimates.

b) Least Squares

c) Moment

9) Iterative Least square is a procedure to estimate paftrmeters of_ Process(s).

a) Moving average

b) Autoregressive

c) Mixed Autoregressive and Moving average

d) Both a) and c)

10) Which one of the following would not be classihed as a time series technique?

a) Extrapolation of trend cun'es b) Simple moving average
c) Box-Jenkins methodology d) Regression models.
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Note: Attempt all questions,

Question No.2. Answer the following.

' a) Discuss the role of ACF & PACF in identification of a time series model.

b) Consider the SARIMA(I,0,0) x (0, 1, 1)12 Model and show that

(4x5=20)

(10)

(10)

(r0)

xn(Z) = xn_ro * .gz(x,-- xn_p) * oqzr_11 + ozn_rc
c) Describe Portmanteau Lack of fit tests..

d) Find the MMSE forecast of Xr11 for an AR(l) process, with zero mean, using MA

representation approach

Question No. 3. Given an AR(2) process, Xt = grXt-t + ezxFz + Zt,

Find MLE of o], dso find approximate MLEs of gpnd q2.

Question No. 4. Explain the meaning and importance of updating forecasts. Derive the

rule to update the forecast previously made with origin at "n" using the information Xr,+r.

Question No. 5. For the model (1 - B)(1 - O.?B)Xt - (1 - O.SB)Zt

Find forecast for one and two steps ahead and show tJrat

xn?) = l.zxn! - 1) - o.zxn! - 2) , f or l2 3

lfZn-1, Xn=4, Xn-r--3 &ol-0. 10.

Also show that

Xn(2) - 3.64 and Var[e,(l)] = 0. 10.
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OBJECTIVE

Ql. Read the following items carefully and encircle the correct option listed below at each item.
(One markJbr eachl

i) A multivariate generalization of studcnt,s t-distribution is
a) Hotelling T2 b) MANOVA c) pCA d) None of Theses

ii) The linear combinations of independent variables developed by discriminant analysis that will
best discriminate between the categories of the dependent variable are:

iii) Discriminant analysis can be used to answer questions such as:
a) How much of the variation in sales can be explained by advertising expenditures, prices, and level

of distribution'2
b) In tenns of demographic characteristics, how do customers who exhibit store loyalty difl-er fr6m

those who do not?
c) What are the distinguishing characteristics of consumers who respond to direct mail solicitations?
d) Both h and c are correcl.

iv) What does it mean if the discriminant function is estimated and the square of the canonical
correlation is .64?

rr' a) 64%o ofthe variance in the dependent variable is explained by the model.
b) The null hypothesis is not rejected. Thcrefore, there is no significant discrimination between

groups.
c) 64% of the explained variance is accounted lbr.
d) b and c are conect

v) A technique for the study of interrelationships among variables, usually for the purposes of data
reduction and the discovery of underlying constructs or Iatent dimensions is known as:

a) discriminant functions
b) characteristic pro files

a) Multiple Rcgression

b) Factor Analysis

c) discriminant scores

d) classifi cation matrix

c ) Discrirninant Anaiy'si s

d) Canonical Analysis

vi) 1'o determine rvhich variables relate to which factors, a researcher would use:

a) Factor Loadings b) Communalilies c) Eigen Values d) None of these

vii) Which of the follorving can be used to determine how many factors to take from a factor analysis
a) Eigen Values b) Scree Plot c) oZ of variance d) All of these

viii) The factors extracted in a factor analysis are made more clear and interpretable by:
a) converting raw scores to z scores befor.e analy.sis.
b) eliminating variables that have iow correlations with other variabres.
c) applying a square root translbrmation to the rar.r,ciata before analysis.
d) statistically rotating factors.

ix) Correlating a set of four predictor variables with five criterion variables uses which analysis?

a) Multiple Regression

b) Factor Analysis

c) Discriminant Analysis
d) Canonical Analysis

x) Generally speaking, multivariate analysis requires:
a) Fairly Large Samples

c) less concern over meeting assumptions than do univariate tests.

d) samp)ing from a population that is no1 normally distributed.

b) Small Samples
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SHORT QUESTIONS

Differentiate bet*,een the following terms:

Principal Component Analysis and Factor Analysis
Communalities and Factor Loadings
Common Factors and Specific Factors
Discriminant Analysis and Canonical Correlatrons
Mahalnobis Distances and Cook's Distances

SUBJECTIVE

Derive the distribution of Hoteliing 7'2-statistic for testing FIn :p _ po.

(1.11,11)

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Q3.

Q4.

tl
-rl
7)

(08)

(07)

^Q5.

Q6. Aclassof L40tenthgradechildrenreceivedfourtests,twoopenbooks Xi :[,k', x,] andtwo

closedbooks Xi =[X. X.] rfremeanvectorand jointcovariancematrixisgivenbelow:

Consider the sample correlation matrix based on 150 observations:

I 
l.oo 0.75 0.65 0.66-l - I p p p-t

^ I roo o6e oTjl I r o olR=|;.;;oo,i,.'.the1ypothesisthat:H.,:p=|
i ttttr uo/l I I pl
L ;;O] L ;]

The following mean vector and covariance matrices are based on n1 = n: = 100 observatio

- =Ll;llt -,=f lll;, ,,-[' ''' :;]l],', -[z c: 
l::i]

Find the Fisher's Linear Discriminant function and Discriminant rule. Also allocate the new
X' -17.2 3.1] to any of these populations.

observations

(08)

3

I

6

[-,1l) i

, =l ; i

L,l

82
(

and I=

Find the canonical correlations between Xr & X. and the first pair of canonical variables.

(07)
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Q. No. 1: Encirclc the corrcct option.

L The appropriate control chart for number of def'eotive items is called ------------:
A. P-cha* B' nP-chart

c' c-chart D' u-chart

3.

Z. The philosophY of TQM is
A. Cost saving

4.

A. 3.2
c.3.6

tn SWOT analysis, the

relative to others.

A. Stren$hs
C. Opportunities

--ls 

intended
performance.

A. ISO 14000

C. Six sigma

C. Continuous lmProvement

Under Six Sigrna level, the processes could produce defects per million

B. Accept the lot
D. Reject the lot

opportunities'

B. 3.4

D.3.8
----- are characteristics that place thc firrn at an advantage

B. Weaknesses

D. Threats

to assess a company's performance in terms of environmental
5.

6.
TQM sYstem.

A. Prevention
C. lnternal Failure

7 . Total quatitY management has

developed around the tirne of the

A. First World War

8.

C. Third World War
The benefits of TQM includes

A. Improved quatitY
C. Custotner satisfaction

f . is a reference or lneasurement standard

A. Control chart
C. Benchmarking

10. Defective Product or material
A. Waste
C. ScraP

that cannot be rePaired,

B. ISO 9000

D. All of the above

associated with the designl i'nit"'rr"ntution and maintenance oI the

B. Appraisal
D. Extemal Failure

evolved from the quality assurance methods that were first

costs are

B' Second World War

D' None of the above

B. EmPloYee ParticiPation
D. All of the above

used for comParison.

B. Six-sigma
D. Doubte SamPling Plan

used or sold is called

B. Rework
D. None of the above
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Q. No.3.

Q, No.4.

Q. No.5.
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Attentpt all qucslions.

Write a short notc on the fullorving:
i. -l'otal 

Quality Manage nrcnt
ii. Conrpctitivebcnchrrarking
iii. lnterrratiorral Starrdard Organizatiou (lSO)
iv. Failure costs in TQM

Describe Dcrning's Fourteen points for quality improvement in detail.

1'ake a sampting ptarr with nl = 50, cr = l, nt + nz = 150, cz = 4
If thc inconring lots have lraction nonconlortning p = 0.05 then what is the

probability ol'llnal acceptance? Calculate the probability of rejection on the

lirst sample?
Whcrc rrr& n2 are the sample sizes and c1 arrd c2 are the acceptance

numbers.

An item is rnade in lots of 200 each. The lots are given 100% inspection. 
-[he

record sheet for the first 25 lots inspected showed that a total of 75 items
were defective.

a. Determine the trial controI limits for an np-chart showing number of
defectives in each lot.

b. Assume that all points fall within the control limits. What is your
estimate of the process average fraction defective p'?

If this p' remains unchanged. What is the probability that (i) the 26tr' lot will
contain exactly 7 defectives? (ii) it will contain 7 or more defectives?

What is benchmarking? Also describe the advantages and disadvantages of
benchrnarking?

(5 each)

(07)

(08)

(07)

(08)


